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Greece, Southern Aegean Sea



HISTORICAL DATA

* Probably was constructed in Rhodes

island  in the astronomical school of 

Poseidonius mid-2nd BC century.

* It was one item of a cargo of many 

valuable artistic objects (bronze and 

marble statues) on a ship which probably

departed from Rhodes in direction

to Italy between the years 80 and 60 BC

and wrecked south of Antikythera island.



The route of the ancient ship from Rhodes to Italy.



HISTORICAL DATA

* It was found in 1900  a few days before

Easter, by sponge divers originated

from the greek island Symi in

Dodekanessos near Rhodes island.



The route of the sponge ship from Symi island in direction probably to Lybia.



Sponge divers in their island Symi.



The island of Antikythera                    The islands of Rhodes

and Symi



Sponge divers, officials, and crew of the war ship "Mykali" 

during the hauling of antiquities from the wreck in Antikythera. 

Winter 1900-1901.



It consists of 82 fragments.



HISTORICAL DATA

* Scientists who studied the the unknown object: 

1902-1910 Staes, Svoronos, Rados, Albert Rem.

1930-1940 Admiral John Theofanides, Tsiner,

Gynder, Chartner.

1950-1970 Derek de Solla Price (1922-1983, 

“Gears from the Greeks”) and Karakalos 

1980-1990 Bromley and Michael Wright

1990 - Today Michael Wright and team of the Study

of mechanism.



Albert Rem Admiral John Theofanides



The grandson of admiral Theophanidis holding the first effort of the 

reconstruction of the mechanism.



Derek de Solla Price Michael Wright 



The new 
team of 

study the 
Antikythe
ra mecha-

nism

Costas 
Xenakis, 
Pandelis 
Feleris,
Rogger 

Hadland,
David Beit, 
Gerasimos 

Makris, 

Michael Edmounds, Tony Freeth, Giannis Siradakis, Xenophon Mussas, Giannis 
Bitsakis, Agamemnon Tselikas, Mary Zafiropoulou, Helen Mangou, Bil Ambrisco, 

Tom Baltsbenter, Dan Gelmb, Rogger Hadland.



A moment 

from the 

hundrends 

hours of 

decoding.



ANCIENT ASTRONOMICAL CYCLES

1. The Metonic cycle "enneadekaetiris".

* The cycle from one new moon to the next is 

called "lunar month" or "Synodal".

* A solar year does not contain integer number of  

lunar months.

* The Athenian astronomer Meton starting from 

the spring equinox of the year 432 BC notices that 

a solar cycle of 19 years coincides with 235 lunar 

months.

* Every 19 solar years the moon appears in the 

same phase on the same date.



2. Callippic Cycle.

A century after the astronomer Meton Callippus 

from Ionia equated more accurately the 

coincidence of Sun and Moon cycles observing 

that four metonic cycles (4 x 19 = 76 years) 

equivalent more exactly to the respective period 

of lunar months.



3. Saros Cycle and Exeligmos.

* The Babylonians notice that every 223 lunar 

months (= 6586 days and 8 hours) which 

equivalent to 18 solar years the eclipses of sun 

and moon repeated on the same date but not in 

the same longitude of the earth. This is the Saros 

cycle or according Ptolemy “Periodic time".

* The ancient astronomers observed that three 

periods of Saros (3 x 223 = 669) months 

contained integer number of days. This period is 

called Exeligmos (evolution).



The main fragments



Fragment A.

Front side.



Fragment A.

Back side.



Fragment A. One slice from the tomographer. 



Fragment A.

Another slice 

from the 

tomographer.



Fragment C and a slice from the tomographer.



The 

fragments E 

and B and 

slices from 

the 

tomographer



Fragment 

E with the 

inscription 

reffering 

to the 

number 

235, i.e. 

the 235 

lunar 

months of 

metonic 

cycle. 



The frag-

ments D and 

F and slices 

from 

tomographer.



Representation A



Representation B



FRONT DIALS. THE CIRCLES

1. Cycle of of 365 days calendar with the names of 

egyptian months. 

2. Ζodiac.

3. Lunar phases indicator.

4. Indicators of sun and planets.

5. Parapegma: Table of rising and setting of the  

constellations.



Representations of the gears.



Representation of the gears of the cycles of moon and sun and 

the parapegma. 



BACK DIALS. THE TWO SPIRALS

1. The upper.

Divided into 235 sections. Each corresponding to a lunar 

month, i.e. a Metonic cycle. Inside the spiral  there are two 

indicators. One for the panhellenic four-year games and the 

other assumes of Callippic cycle (4 X 235 months) due to the 

reference of the number 76.

2. The lower.

Divided into 223 sections which correspond to the lunar 

months and Saros cycle.Some parts carry engraved 

abbreviated greek words  with evidence of eclipses of the 

moon or the sun, part of the day (day / night) and time. Inside 

the spiral there is a circular indicator divided in three 

corresponding to three Saros cycles in order  to correct the 

time of eclipse. This is the circle of exeligmos.



The two 

spirals. 

Upper the 

metonic 

cycle with 

the 

Callipic 

indicator 

and the 

lower of 

Saros 

cycle with 

the 

correction 

of 

exeligmos. 



Elaborated 

image of the 

upper spiral 

with the names 

of greek 

months.



Representation of the motion of the gears.



The fragment G, front side.



The fragment G back side.



Slice from the tomographer X-TECH of the central part. 



Slice from the tomographer X-TECH of the central part. 



The text of the inscription.



Table of the words



Table of the words.



Names of planets.



Astronomical 

terms



Astronomical 

terms



Astronomical terms



The astronomical terms in ancient greek texts.



Ἀπόστημα       Ἐξ ἀρχῆς         Ἀποκατάστασις



The astronomical terms in ancient greek texts.



Στηριγμός       Λαγχάνω        Ἀσελήνοις νυξὶ



A page from a 9th cent. 

manuscript with the 

Ptolemaic “Megisti 

Mathematiki Syntaxis”  

(Al Magest) Par. Gr. 2389

About the eclipses of 

moon.



A 10th cent. Greek manuscript with the Ptolemaic Mathematiki Syntaxis. 

Table of the solar anomaly. Vat. Gr. 1365. 



Theodoros Metochites, Ptolemy’s Epitome. Table of the 
stationaries of the planets Saturn and Jupiter. 

Greek manuscript of 13th cent.



The ptolemaic map of the world. Manuscript of 

Vatopedi monastery, Greece 655, 13th cent.



Representation of Ptolemy 

in a manuscript of his 

Geography. Venice, Marc. 

Gr. 388. 

Ptolemy is using 

astronomical instruments. 


